Bio Ink 511 – Naturally Bio Ink

Our new Bio Ink 511 is made with 100% biodegradable solvents!

With the hard work and innovative ideas of our R&D department, Zanasi is glad to introduce our new biodegradable inks for your industrial ink-jet printers. With our new formula, the 511 Bio-ink is 100% MEK-Free.

The 511 Bio-ink has been produced with 100% vegetal derived solvents and it doesn’t release any volatile organic harmful components into the atmosphere.

The base solvent of the 511 BIO-ink is ethyl lactate, made with soy and maize extracts. This solvent has been approved by the EPA (Environmental Protection Agency).

The 511 BIO-ink besides its notable adherence and quick drying time will not alter the biodegradable characteristics of the surface where the print is applied.

Zanasi R&D dept. is actively searching for new ink formulations to satisfy the new security standards and to guarantee the protection and conservation of the environment.
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